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Planck  collaboration, 2015

Dark Matter at 
cosmological scales

courtesy of the EAGLE  
collaboration

Dark Matter as a 
crucial ingredient in 
structure formation
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overview on Dark Matter candidates
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10-22 eV

103 eV

— Fuzzy Dark Matter

λdB ~ 1 kpc ~ size of a dSph Galaxy
[see recent paper: Hui, Ostriker, Tremaine, Witten 2016] 

— Axion-like particles

Fornax  dSph seen from 
San Esteban (Chile) - 

14Dec2003 

arXiv:1311.0029  
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Dark Matter candidates
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109 eV

103 eV

1012 eV

— Warm dark matter (e.g. sterile neutrinos)

— Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPS)
e.g. lightest neutralino in MSSM 
[~10 GeV  ->  ~100 TeV]

• very large parameter space

• strong limits from direct detection

• indirect detection channels: gamma rays (emission 
from dwarf spheroidal galaxies? from inner Galaxy? line 
features?) CR antiprotons, positrons, anti-deuterium, 
anti-helium; neutrinos from WIMP capture in the Sun
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106 eV

— what about Low-mass WIMPs (MeV-GeV)?

- vanilla WIMPs are not good candidates because 
of the (model-dependent) Lee-Weinberg limit:

masses lower than ~10 GeV would over-close the 
Universe
(under the assumption of weak interaction)

- “vector portal” models
Boehm&Fayet, Nucl.Phys B683 (2004) 
Boehm et al., PRL 92 (2004)
—> Motivation: explain the  511keV line signal from 
the Galactic bulge
—> They require M < 7 MeV to avoid overproduction 
of γ-rays
—> Strong constraints from CMB and BBN, now 
ruled out: a solid limit is M > 10 MeV 
Wilkinson et al., Phys.Rev. D94 (2016)

- currently viable models for MeV DM: 
some realizations of secluded, self-interacting DM 
[Pospelov et al., Phys.Lett. B662 2008]
some realizations of strongly-interacting DM 
[Hochberg et al., PRL 113, 2014]
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S. Profumo Astrophysical Probes of Dark Matter

if condition (ii) holds. Therefore, condition (i) implies, with condition (ii), that
m� � 0.1 eV. Therefore, thermal freeze-out giving the “right” relic abundance is not
peculiar to the electroweak scale, as reiterated recently in the literature (see e.g. the
“WIMPless” miracle of Ref. [4]). However, since

�
EW

⇠ G2

FT
2

f.o. ⇠ G2

F (
E

EW

20
) ⇠ 10�8 GeV�2,

the electroweak scale is quite a “natural” place (whatever natural means) for the mir-
acle to occur!

Is there any upper limit to the particle dark matter mass in the cold thermal relic
scheme? Indeed there is! The coupling constant g cannot be arbitrarily large (a
condition that can also be rephrased in terms of a unitarity limit in the partial wave
expansion [5]; note that caveats to the unitarity argument do exist, and this limit can
be evaded! (I suggest you read Ref. [5] and think about how to do that)). Roughly,
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or m� . 120 TeV.
Is there, similarly, a lower limit in the cold thermal relic scheme? We commented

above on the general limit, for arbitrarily low cross sections, m� � 0.1 eV. But sup-
pose now we have in mind a particle that interacts via electroweak interactions, for
example, again, a massive neutrino with � ⇠ G2

F m2

�. In this case
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This implies that m� & 10 GeV for weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) – a
limit known in the literature as the Lee-Weinberg limit [6].

Fig. 1, from Ref. [7], illustrates the thermal relic density of a weakly interacting
massive particle as a function of the particle’s mass. The cross section is assumed to
be of the form

� ⇠ m2

�

(s�m2

Z0)2 +m4

Z0
, (4)

with s the total center of mass energy squared. The mass of the mediator Z 0 is taken
to be 10 GeV, 91.2 GeV (the Z mass) and 1 TeV. The asymptotic hot and cold relic
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— what about Low-mass WIMPs 
(MeV-GeV)?

Indirect detection of MeV-GeV DM 
particles is one of the science goals of e-
ASTROGAM

overview on Dark Matter candidates



Dark Matter candidates
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1 GeV

1057 GeV ~ 1033 g ~ 1 Msun

— WIMPs

— Primordial black holes 
(PBHs)

[Zeld’ovich and Novikov 1966, Hawking 1971]
— large mass range
— should have formed before BBN
— many constraints from lensing, wide binaries, Galactic 
disk stability
— very popular in the 80s, less considered after MACHO 
project (Alcock 2001)

15

wide binaries

ultra-faint dwarfs

micro-lensing

ROM

Planck (strong feedback)
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FIG. 13. Approximate CMB-anisotropy constraints on the fraction of dark matter made of PBHs derived in this work (thick
black curves). The no-feedback case assumes that the radiation from the PBH does not ionize the local gas, which eventually
gets collisionally ionized, leading to a lower temperature near the Schwarzschild radius. The strong-feedback case assumes that
the local gas is entirely ionized due to the PBH radiation; this leads to two e↵ects: on the one hand, a higher ionized fraction
increases Compton drag and cooling, reducing the accretion rate and luminosity, on the other hand, the absence of collisional
ionizations lead to an increase of the temperature; this latter e↵ect is dominant for M  104 M�, leading to an overall larger
luminosity hence stronger bound. For comparison, we also show the CMB bound previously derived by ROM (thin dashed
curve), as well as various dynamical constraints: micro-lensing constraints from the EROS [15] (purple curve) and MACHO
[14] (blue curve) collaborations, limits from Galactic wide binaries [17], and ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [51] (in all cases we show
the most conservative limits provided in the referenced papers).

generalizing Shapiro’s classic calculation for spherical ac-
cretion around a black hole [25]. We account for Comp-
ton drag and cooling as well as ionization cooling once
the background gas is neutral. At fixed accretion rate,
the e�ciency we derive is at least a factor of ten and up to
three orders of magnitude lower than what is assumed in
ROM for spherically-accreting PBHs. The second largest
di↵erence is in the accretion rate itself. ROM compute
the accretion rate for an isothermal equation of state, as-
suming that Compton cooling by CMB photons is always
very e�cient. In fact, for su�ciently low redshift and low
PBH masses Compton cooling is negligle and the gas is
adiabatically heated. In this case the higher gas temper-
ature, and hence pressure, imply an accretion rate that
is lower by a factor of ⇠ 10. Since the PBH luminosity is
quadratic in the accretion rate, this translates to a factor
of ⇠ 100 reduction in the e↵ect of PBHs on CMB observ-
ables. A third di↵erence is the relative velocity between
PBHs and baryons, which ROM significantly underesti-
mates around z ⇠ 103, leading to an over-estimate of the
accretion rate.

There are considerable theoretical uncertainties in the
calculation of the accretion rate and luminosity of PBHs,
as we have illustrated by considering two limiting cases
for the radiative feedback on the local ionization frac-
tion, leading to largely di↵erent results. Let us recall the
most critical uncertainties here. First, we have only con-
sidered spherical accretion. Extrapolating the measured

primordial power spectrum to the very small scale corre-
sponding to the Bondi radius, ROM estimated the angu-
lar momentum of the accreted gas; they argued that the
accretion is indeed spherical for PBHs less massive than
⇠ 103 � 104 M�. However, there is no direct measure-
ments of the ultra-small-scale power spectrum, and all
bets are open for a Universe containing PBHs. If small-
scale fluctuations are larger (for instance due to non-
linear clustering of PBHs), an accretion disk could form,
with a significantly enhanced luminosity with respect to
spherical accretion. On the other hand, non-spherical
accretion could conceivably also lead to complex three-
dimensional flows near the black hole giving rise to a
turbulent pressure that lowers the accretion rate and ra-
diative output. Secondly, we have accounted for the mo-
tion of PBHs with an approximate and very uncertain
rescaling of the accretion rate. Given that dark-matter-
baryon relative velocities are typically supersonic, we ex-
pect shocks and a much more complex accretion flow in
general. Thirdly, we have assumed a steady-state flow,
but have not established whether such a flow is stable,
even for a static black hole. Last but not least, if PBHs
only make a fraction of the dark matter, an assumption
must be made about the rest of it, the simplest one be-
ing that it is made of weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs). If so, these WIMPs ought to be accreted by
PBHs, whose mass may grow significantly after matter-
radiation equality [52], and as a consequence increase the

Ali-Haimoud and 
Kamionkowski,   

1612.05644

Credit for the BBH system: 
Bohn et al. (see http://
www.black-holes.org/

lensing
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overview on Dark Matter candidates

http://www.black-holes.org/lensing


Part 1: indirect detection of MeV DM
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A promising strategy to look for Dark Matter in the MeV-GeV domain is the search for 
spectral features in the diffuse γ-ray emission

Let’s see the potential of e-ASTROGAM. 

Based on 
Richard Bartels, Daniele Gaggero, Christoph Weniger, “Prospects for indirect dark matter 
searches with MeV photons”, in preparation

Excellent energy resolution in the Compton domain  —> e-ASTROGAM is the ideal instrument for 
this purpose!
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Part 1: indirect detection of MeV DM
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Origin of gamma-ray radiation from DM annihilation:

1) Final-state radiation (e.g. internal bremsstrahlung)

2) For leptonic channels: secondary emission from the electrons and positrons 

— Inverse Compton scattering 

— Bremsstrahlung

— In-flight annihilation of positrons

Padova 02/03/2017 

A promising strategy to look for Dark Matter in the MeV-GeV domain is the search for 
spectral features in the diffuse γ-ray emission
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sion in leptonic annihilation channels (additional spectral
features at sub-GeV energies can come from the decay of
meson excited states, as pointed out recently in Ref. [36]).
Weak, though rather robust, upper limits on prompt ra-
diation were presented in Refs. [12, 13], without subtrac-
tion of any di↵use backgrounds from the data. (CW:
@RB: Confirm update) Moreover, leptonic final states
like e

+
e

�-pairs can play a particularly interesting role.
Aside from the prompt final-state radiation (FSR) signa-
ture, there will be a large flux of secondary �-rays, dom-
inated by in-flight annihilation (IfA) of positrons. The
relevance of IfA was pointed out long ago in Refs. [37–
39], and it has been used to constrain DM explanations
of the 511 keV line signal [40, 41]. In addition, there will
be a sizeable bremsstrahlung signal. Bremsstrahlung is
often ignored in computations of the �-ray spectrum from
WIMPS, but it becomes increasingly important when go-
ing to lower DM masses [42].

In this paper, we study the prospects for a future �–ray
experiment to detect DM through di↵use �–rays originat-
ing in the Galactic halo. Proposed mission concepts are
COMPAIR [11] and e-ASTROGAM [10]. Our analysis
is based on the mission concept of the latter. We also
present instrumental details for ADEPT [43], in order to
facilitate comparison with the results from Ref. [13]. For
the first time, we perform an elaborate study of the de-
tection opportunities of the secondary emission in case of
DM annihilation into leptons. In addition, we attempt to
derive more optimistic, but also more realistic, projected
upper limits for the phenomenologically most interesting
final states by modeling the expected uncertainties in the
di↵use background. To this end, we assume that remain-
ing systematic uncertainties in these future missions will
be of similar size as the ones from the Fermi -LAT today.
We use novel statistical approach based on Fisher forcast-
ing [44] (see also Ref. [36]). We concentrate here on the
a region around the Galactic center, since we know from
the Fermi -LAT and H.E.S.S. [45–48] that this region pro-
vides the best (while still reasonably robust) probe for
spectral signatures from DM annihilation.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in sections II
and III we discuss the di↵erent annihilation channels and
their resulting �-ray spectra. Sec. III is fully devoted to
the secondary �-rays. We discuss background modeling
and the Fisher formalism used to calculate upper limits
in Sec. IV. Projected upper limits are presented in Sec. V
and we end with a discussion and conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION
CHANNELS AND PHOTON SIGNALS

For MeV DM particles, �, only a few kinematically-
allowed two-body annihilation channels exist [13]. We
consider here the following processes.

• �� ! ��: A photon pair

• �� ! �⇡

0: A neutral pion and a photon

• �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0: Neutral pions

• �� ! ¯̀̀ : Light leptons (with ` = e, µ)

• �� ! �� and � ! e

+
e

�: Cascade annihilation

We will here present a complete discussion of the phe-
nomenology of all of these channels in the MeV–GeV
regime. For instance, we provide updated prospects for
the detectability of DM models in which annihilation
proceeds through first-generation quarks into neutral pi-
ons or directly into gamma-ray lines as discussed in [13].
However, much of the paper is focused on DM annihi-
lating into charged leptons, since the evaluation the ex-
pected signal is more complex than in the other cases.
For each channel we will assume for simplicity that the
branching ratio is 100%.

A. General calculation of gamma-ray signal

The �-ray flux resulting from DM annihilation can be
split up into two components: a primary and a secondary
component.

The primary component is composed of all photons
that are produced directly in the annihilation process.
Their di↵erential flux is given by [e.g., 49]

d�

dEd⌦
=

a h�vi J
4⇡m2

�

dN�

dE�
, (1)

where h�vi is the annihilation cross-section, J is the
astrophysical factor which encapsulates all information
about the DM distribution, m� is the DM mass dN/dE�

the di↵erential �-ray yield per annihilation and a = 1
2 ( 1

4 )
if DM is (is not) self-conjugate. Throughout this work
we assume that DM is self-conjugate.

The so-called astrophysical-, or J-factor, is given by

J =

Z

l.o.s.
ds ⇢

2(r(s, ✓)) , (2)

where ⇢(r) is the DM density as function of the
Galacto-centric radius r. We adopt here a Navarro-
Frenk-White (NFW) density profile [50], ⇢NFW(r) =
⇢0/((r/rs)�(1 + r/rs)(3��)), with a local DM density of
⇢� = 0.4 GeV cm�3, scale radius rs = 20 kpc and slope
� = 1. Since DM annihilation scales as ⇢

2, our results
are – as typical for searches in the inner Galaxy – very
sensitive to the adopted profile. We will address how dif-
ferent assumptions on the profile a↵ect our main results
in Sec. VI.

Regarding the DM annihilation cross-section, given the
usual decomposition (�v) = a + bv

2, with a the s-wave
and bv

2 the p-wave contribution, we require that the p-
wave term sets the relic density and still dominates at the
time of recombination, in order to avoid the CMB con-
straint from late-time energy injection mentioned in the
introduction. For this reason, we expect a value much be-
low the canonical one 3 · 10�26 cm3 s�1. For example, for
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a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],

dN�

dE

=
4

�E

⇥(E � E�)⇥(E+ � E) (4)

per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
function,

E± =
m�

2

 
1 ±

s

1 � m

2
⇡0

m

2
�

!
(5)

are the kinematic edges of the box, and �E ⌘ E+�
E� =

q
m

2
� � m

2
⇡
0

denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is

dN�

dE

= �(E � E0)

+
2

�E

⇥(E � E�)⇥(E+ � E) , (6)

where E0 = m� � m2

⇡
0

4m�
, �E = m� � m2

⇡
0

4m�
, and

E± = m�

2

h⇣
1 +

m2

⇡0

4m2

�

⌘
±
⇣
1 � m2

⇡0

4m2

�

⌘i
.

Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.
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a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by
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= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
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0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.
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The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.
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per annihilation is given by
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.
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locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by
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= 2�(E � m�) . (3)
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box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.
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a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by
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dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
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0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.
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The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.
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a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.
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We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.
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The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
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3

a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],

dN�
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=
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per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
function,
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denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is

dN�

dE

= �(E � E0)

+
2

�E

⇥(E � E�)⇥(E+ � E) , (6)
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
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Leptonic channels and the role of secondary radiation

The diffuse γ-ray signal from the inner Galaxy has a strong contribution from secondary radiation 
originating from the final-state leptons during their journey through the Galaxy

Relevant processes to be taken into account for leptonic propagation in the Galaxy:

3

a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],

dN�

dE

=
4

�E

⇥(E � E�)⇥(E+ � E) (4)

per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
function,

E± =
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are the kinematic edges of the box, and �E ⌘ E+�
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2
⇡
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denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is

dN�

dE

= �(E � E0)

+
2
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
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3

a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],

dN�

dE

=
4

�E

⇥(E � E�)⇥(E+ � E) (4)

per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
function,

E± =
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are the kinematic edges of the box, and �E ⌘ E+�
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2
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2
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denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is

dN�

dE

= �(E � E0)

+
2

�E

⇥(E � E�)⇥(E+ � E) , (6)
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
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Leptonic channels and the role of secondary radiation

The diffuse γ-ray signal from the inner Galaxy has a strong contribution from secondary radiation 
originating from the final-state leptons during their journey through the Galaxy

3

a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],
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per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
function,
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denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
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3

a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],
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per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
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denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is
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+
2
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
2 P. Gondolo, J. Edsjö, P. Ullio, L. Bergström, M. Schelke, E.A.

Baltz, T. Bringmann and G. Duda, http://www.darksusy.org

We model the relevant processes with the numerical packages DRAGON and GammaSky

• C. Evoli, D. Gaggero, D. Grasso, L. Maccione, “Cosmic ray nuclei, antiprotons and gamma rays in the galaxy: a new diffusion model” 
JCAP issue 10 id 018 (2008)

• C. Evoli, D. Gaggero, A. Vittino, G. Di Bernardo, M. Di Mauro, A. Ligorini, P. Ullio, D. Grasso, “CR  propagation with DRAGON2: I. 
numerical solver and astrophysical ingredients” arXiv:1607.07886, JCAP 2017
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All sources are assumed to be in the disc and are assumed to be SNRs  

which explode in the Galaxy at a rate R  per unit time 

and variable time step). The main new features for galactic propagation are demonstrated
in Section 5 in a few example applications.

The first large project of this kind, GALPROP2, is a widely used code in the commu-
nity [33–35]. GALPROP is designed to make predictions of direct CR measurements
as well as gamma rays and synchrotron radiation self-consistently. It includes
realistic models for nuclear spallation processes [36–40] and energy losses, but
basic assumptions for the CR transport3. Semi-analytical solutions of the prop-
agation equation are implemented in the USINE code developed since 2010 [41].
Taking advantage of much faster computation methods than numerical models,
the semianalytical approach allowed for a faster scan of the transport parameter
space by using statistical tools [42–44].

Recently, the PICARD numerical code have been developed [45, 46]. PICARD is fully 3D
in concept and implements modern numerical techniques for the numerical solver, handling
high resolutions with reasonable computer resources.

DRAGON2 is part of a complete suite of numerical tools designed to cover most of the
relevant processes involving Galactic CRs and their secondary products over a very wide
energy range. With the help of these tools – in particular the HeSky4 package – it is possible
to compute spectra and sky-maps of radiation emitted by CRs interactions in a huge energy
range, from the synchrotron radio waves up to the PeV neutrinos. On the low-energy side,
the solar modulation can be treated either with auxiliary analytical routines implementing
the force-field approximation [47, 48], or with the HelioProp numerical code featuring a
detailed model of CR charge-dependent interaction with the Heliosphere, including di↵usion,
advection and energy losses due to the solar wind [49].

This paper does not contain a description of spallation processes and of o↵-diagonal
anisotropic di↵usion, which will be covered in forthcoming publications and in the evolving
DRAGON manual (see www.dragonproject.org).

2 Transport of CRs in the Galaxy

DRAGON2 features all relevant processes for CR transport from Galactic acceleration sites
to Earth: in particular, spatial and momentum di↵usion, energy losses, advection, nuclear
spallations and decays.

The combination of all these processes can be described by the following equation [50,
51]:
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(2.1)

where Ni(~r, p) is the density per total momentum p of the CR species i, Dpp(~r, p) is
the momentum di↵usion coe�cient, Q(~r, p) describes the distribution and the energy spectra
of sources, ~vw(~r) is the Galactic wind velocity responsible for CR advection, ṗ(~r, p) accounts
for the momentum losses. The timescale for radioactive decay at rest is given by

2
See http://galprop.stanford.edu and http://sourceforge.net/projects/galprop.

3
For a detailed comparison between the two codes we refer to the DRAGON2 wiki-page: XXX

4
A technical documentation will be released during 2017.

– 3 –

DRAGON solves the diffusion-loss equation for all cosmic-ray species, either originating 
from astrophysical sources or from Dark Matter annihilation.

GAMMASKY computes the diffuse gamma rays originating from π0 decay, inverse 
Compton scattering, bremsstrahlung
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Leptonic channels and the 
role of secondary radiation

Both final-state radiation and 
secondary emission contribute to a 
characteristic spectral feature with a 
sharp cutoff at the DM particle mass 
scale

Here we show the γ-ray spectrum 
resulting from 

<σv> = 10-28 cm3 s-1

3

a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],
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per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
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denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
2 P. Gondolo, J. Edsjö, P. Ullio, L. Bergström, M. Schelke, E.A.

Baltz, T. Bringmann and G. Duda, http://www.darksusy.org

ROI: inner 10°x10°

the DM signal is decomposed into:
- final-state radiation
- inverse Compton
- bremsstahlung
- in-flight annihilation

R.Bartels et al. 2017
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Leptonic channels and the 
role of secondary radiation

Both final-state radiation and 
secondary emission contribute to a 
characteristic spectral feature with a 
sharp cutoff at the DM particle mass 
scale

Here we show the γ-ray spectrum 
resulting from 

<σv> = 10-28 cm3 s-1

3

a thermal relic purely annihilating through p-wave pro-
cesses, the expected annihilation cross-section times ve-
locity today is in the Galaxy of the order 10�31 cm2 s�1.

The prediction of the secondary �-ray flux from
charged particles (here electrons) is significantly more
complex. The �-ray spectrum will depend on the energy-
losses of the electrons, and on the radiative process un-
derlying the emission. In addition, the morphology will
no longer trace the DM squared distribution directly, but
rather depend on how far and in what direction the elec-
trons have propagated. These environmental impacts are
discussed extensively in section III.

B. Gamma-ray lines and neutral pions

We briefly summarize now the analytical expressions
for the various prompt annihilation spectra that we con-
sider in this work.

(i) �� ! ��. For this channel, the photon spectrum
per annihilation is given by

dN�

dE

= 2�(E � m�) . (3)

(ii) �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0. The neutral-pion channel leads to a
box-shaped �-ray spectrum [13, 51],
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=
4
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per annihilation. Here, ⇥ is the Heaviside step
function,
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denotes the box width.

(iii) �� ! ⇡

0
�. This channel leads to a box and �-

ray line, with slightly di↵erent kinematics from the
discussion above [13].

The prompt photon spectrum per annihilation is
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Finally, we briefly comment on the charged-pion chan-

nel, that we neglect otherwise in this work. The domi-
nant decay channel for charged pions is ⇡+ ! µ

+
⌫µ [52].

The muon will subsequently decay into an electron and
two neutrinos. Therefore, the final electron spectrum
will receive two boosts, one from the annihilation and
one from the subsequent decay. In addition, FSR can be
produced in both the annihilation as well as in the de-
cay. Because this channel does not add any new spectral
signatures, but rather smears out the ones studied in the
other channels, we ignore the charged pion channel in the
present analysis.

C. Leptonic annihilation

In the case of annihilation into leptons, we consider
three benchmark channels for the DM annihilation chan-
nels. We comment here briefly on the role of prompt
photons for these channels and leave a detailed discus-
sion about secondary emission for the next section.

(i) �� ! e

+
e

�. In this case electrons and positrons
are injected mono-energetically. There is a signifi-
cant contribution from final-state radiation (FSR),
which we model following [53]. An analytic expres-
sion is provided in appendix A. (CW: @RB: Is
this confirmed by DS spectra?)

(ii) �� ! ��, � ! e

+
e

�. Here, DM annihilates via
a (scalar) mediator which subsequently decays into
an electron/positron pair. Now the positron spec-
trum will be boosted and has a box-like shape1

[e.g. 51, 54]. An analytic expression for FSR in
such models is given in Eq. (6) of [55] and for com-
pleteness repeated in appendix A.

FSR for this class of models is suppressed, enhanc-
ing the relative importance of secondary emission.
On the other hand, the final electron spectrum is
boosted, softening any spectral features.

(iii) �� ! µ

+
µ

�. Like in the cascade channel, the
injected electron spectrum gets boosted. On the
other hand, this channel is accompanied by a large
amount of FSR, since FSR can be produced at two
stages: when dark matter annihilates to muons and
in the subsequent decay of the muon to an electron
and two neutrinos. Both the positron and FSR
spectra are obtained from DarkSusy [56]2.

Finally, we note that we do not consider the chan-
nel �� ! ⌧

+
⌧

�, since the tau lepton is heavy, m⌧ =
1.78 GeV, and therefore only relevant for a very small
window in our considered energy range.

1 Under the assumption that m
e

⌧ m� < m� and � is a scalar.
2 P. Gondolo, J. Edsjö, P. Ullio, L. Bergström, M. Schelke, E.A.

Baltz, T. Bringmann and G. Duda, http://www.darksusy.org

ROI: inner 10°x10°

the DM signal is decomposed into:
- final-state radiation
- inverse Compton
- bremsstahlung
- in-flight annihilation

R.Bartels et al. 2017

the secondary emission is computed 
with DRAGON, making use of a detailed 
3D model for the gas distribution [K. 
Ferrière et al., A&A 2007]

16 K. Ferrière et al.: Spatial distribution of interstellar gas in the Galactic bulge

Fig. 4. Projection of the CMZ (bright area) and the holed
GB disk (fainter area) onto the plane of the sky: (a) molec-
ular gas (see Equations 18 and 23); (b) atomic gas (see
Equations 19 and 24). The apparent sizes are a little larger
than the sizes at half-maximum density, because of the log-
arithmic scale used in the projection. In contrast to the
CMZ, which is truly displaced to the left, the GB disk is
symmetric with respect to the GC, and the only reason
why it appears more extended on the left side is because
its positive-longitude portion lies closer to us.

with Xd = 1.2 kpc, Ld = 438 pc, Hd = 42 pc and H ′
d =

120 pc. On the plane of the sky, the GB disk extends out to
r⊥ = 1.14 kpc (radius at half-maximum density) on each
side of the GC (see Figure 4). Projected onto the Galactic
plane, it has the shape of a 2.94 kpc × 1.02 kpc (FWHM
size) ellipse inclined clockwise by 47.◦6 to the line of sight
(see Figure 5). This inclination angle is greater than that
typically found for the Galactic stellar bar (θbar ≃ 15◦−35◦;
see section 3), but it is in good agreement with the value
θbar = 44◦±10◦ recently obtained by Benjamin et al. (2005)
from the GLIMPSE Point Source Catalog.

4.3. The ionized component

The best available model for the spatial distribution of in-
terstellar free electrons in the GB is the NE2001 model of
Cordes & Lazio (2002) presented in section 2.4. According
to this model, the total mass of interstellar ionized hydro-
gen in the region r ≤ 3 kpc is (7.3×107 M⊙)/(1+0.2 fHIM),

Fig. 5. Projection of the CMZ (bright area) and the holed
GB disk (fainter area) onto the Galactic plane. Displayed
here is the H2 map (from Equations 18 and 23). The Hi

map (from Equations 19 and 24) looks identical, except for
this hardly noticeable difference that the GB-disk–to–CMZ
luminosity ratio is slightly greater. For the same reason as
in Figure 4, the apparent sizes are a little larger than the
sizes at half-maximum density.

where fHIM is the fraction of ionized gas belonging to the
hot medium (see Table 6). The mass of hot H+ in the same
region can be estimated from Almy et al.’s (2000) model
(neglecting the contribution from very hot H+) at 1.2 ×
107 M⊙ (see Table 6). It then follows that fHIM = 17% (or,
equivalently, fWIM = 83%) and that the total mass of H+

inside 3 kpc is 7.1×107 M⊙, divided between 5.9×107 M⊙

in the WIM and 1.2 × 107 M⊙ in the HIM. Furthermore,
from Equation 11 with fHIM = 17%, we gather that the
H+ space-averaged density is given by ⟨nH+⟩ = 0.97 ⟨ne⟩.
The partial contributions from the warm and hot ionized
media are globally given by ⟨nH+⟩

WIM
= fWIM ⟨nH+⟩ and

⟨nH+⟩
HIM

= fHIM ⟨nH+⟩, respectively. For the WIM, which
contributes a large 83% of the total H+ mass, we may rea-
sonably assume that the above global relation remains ap-
proximately valid locally. Owing to the large uncertainties
in the exact spatial dependence of the density distributions,
we feel that taking ⟨nH+⟩

WIM
= fWIM ⟨nH+⟩ at all r is

safer than subtracting ⟨nH+⟩
HIM

(which can be estimated
independently; see next paragraph) from ⟨nH+⟩. In that
case, the H+ space-averaged density of the WIM is simply
⟨nH+⟩

WIM
= 0.80 ⟨ne⟩ or, in view of Equations 7 – 10,

⟨nH+⟩
WIM

= (8.0 cm−3)
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background template from [A.Strong 
2011, ICATPP proceeding], computed with 
GALPROP (see also [Bouchet et al. 2011])
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Projected upper limits expected from e-ASTROGAM for γ-ray lines and pions

assuming no signal in the data
computed using the Fisher Information 
[see talk by C.Weniger]

95% CL limits
1-year of  effective full-sky exposure 
(5y of pure exposure)
systematics:  

1% small-scale systematic uncertainty 
as found in [A. Albert et al. JCAP 10(2014)]

15% large-scale systematic uncertainty 
(correlation length taken as 0.5 dex)
 
ROI: inner 10°x10°

our results are compared to
1) CMB bounds (blue line)
2) γ-ray bounds based on existing COMPTEL 
and EGRET data with no background 
subtraction (grey shaded regions)
3) other projected ADEPT bounds with different 
(more conservative) treatment of background  
(dashed), and assuming 15% sys. uncertainty 
(we have 1% for small-scale fluctuations)
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FIG. 3: Projected 95% CL upper-limit on DM
annihilating to �� (red), ⇡

0
� (green) and ⇡

0
⇡

0

(magenta). Projected limits from [13] are shown in the
same colors for di↵use emission (dashed) and dwarfs
(dotted). The projected CMB constraints for Planck
are shown as a solid blue line, they are for �� ! ��.
For the same channel we show the limits from
COMPTEL (|b| > 30�), EGRET (20�

< |b| < 60�) and
Fermi–LAT (|b| > 20�) from di↵use �-rays as the
shaded light-grey area.

the pair-production domain of e-ASTROGAM, assumed
to be ⇠ 30%, which significantly broadens the line fea-
ture: as a result, the line is not much sharper than the
box-like feature. The fact that pion decay yields two pho-
tons, leading to twice as many photon in �� ! ⇡

0
⇡

0 com-
pared to direct annihilation into photons, further reduces
the di↵erence. Below 10 MeV the limits for monochro-
matic photons improve by an order of magnitude, be-
cause of the better spectral resolution in the Compton
domain (a factor ⇠ 10 better with respect to the pair–
creation regime).

e-ASTROGAM can outperform CMB constraints for
s-wave annihilating DM (shown for �� ! �� in Fig. 3)
by about more than one order of magnitude below 1
GeV. Moreover, below 10 MeV a thermal relic annihilat-
ing through p-wave processes can probed in case of an-
nihilation into monochromatic photons. An instrument
with better energy resolution in the pair-creation domain
would have the potential to rule out thermal p–wave an-
nihilating DM at even higher masses.

Finally, we compare our limits to the existing and fore-
casted limits from Ref. [13]. The existing limits, shown as
the light-grey shaded regions, are derived from the di↵use
�-ray flux measured by COMPTEL (|b| > 30�), EGRET
(20�

< |b| < 60�) and Fermi–LAT (|b| > 20�). For the
forecast, Ref. [13] assumes an ADEPT–like instrument
with a spectral resolution of �E/E = 15% (a factor

two better than what we assume), an e↵ective area of
Ae↵ = 600 cm2 and a systematic uncertainty in the back-
grounds of 15%. The observation time of the experiment
is set to 5 years. (CW: @RB: on target?) Ref. [13]
considers two targets, and the corresponding projections
are shown in Fig. 3: the optimistic projection for di↵use
�-rays above |b| > 30� (dashed) and dwarf-spheroidal
galaxies (dotted).
Our projected limits for the di↵use �-ray sky

suggest that current constraints can be improved
by over two orders of magnitude, which is mostly
due to our assumption on our understanding of
the fore/backgrounds. When comparing our pro-
jections to those from [13] we find that the Galac-
tic center can compete with their dwarf projec-
tions. However, for di↵use �-rays our projec-
tions are about two orders of magnitude stronger
those from [13]. Partially, this di↵erence is due
to our ROI, since the inner Galaxy is the most
powerful region to study a dark matter signal
since the signal-to-background ratio is highest.
However, the most important di↵erence is in the
treatment of systematics and the determination
of the limit. The limits from Ref. [13] are sys-
tematics dominated. They assume a 15% system-
atic uncertainty on the backgrounds, which are
estimated by fitting to the data. They then set
limits by requiring that the DM signal does not
overshoot the data in any energy bin even if the
background is overestimated by 2�. This implies
that in any the bin that sets the limit their signal-
to-background ratio is of order 30%. On the other
hand, our limits are from the full signal region.
We also assume a 15% systematic uncertainty on
the background, but fluctuations are assumed to
correlate on scales di↵erent from the signal. For
�–ray lines we estimate the detectable signal-to-
background ratio to be at the percent level. This,
plus the more optimal ROI likely accounts for the
di↵erence. (CW: @RB: This needs to be more
quantitative. Two orders of magnitude is a lot.
Do they subtract backgrounds? Are there limits
dominated by the 15% systematics that they as-
sume or by finite statistics? Etc.) (RB: @CW: I
addressed this in quite some detail now, what do
you think?)

B. Projected limits for leptonic channels

In Fig. 4 we show the spectral constraints (95% CL)
obtained for our three reference leptonic channels. We
adopt the transport model described in section III B: The
dominant e↵ect in the low-energy range considered in this
work is advection, caused by a Galactic wind modeled
with vwind = 250 km s�1 (see also Fig. 1). The impact
of di↵usion is negligible at low energies for our bench-
mark scenario, in which we consider a power-law extrap-

we require that the p-wave term sets 
the relic density and still dominates 
at the
time of recombination, in order to 
avoid the CMB constraint from late-
time energy injection  between the 
epochs of recombination and 
reionization
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R.Bartels et al. 2017

ROI: inner 10°x10°

our results are compared to

1) CMB bounds (blue line)
2) γ-ray bounds based on existing 
COMPTEL and EGRET data with no 
background subtraction, less 
optimized ROI, and no secondary 
emission considered (grey shaded 
areas)

Projected upper limits expected from e-ASTROGAM for leptonic channels

assuming no signal in the data
computed using the Fisher Information 
[see talk by C.Weniger]

95% CL limits
1-year of  effective full-sky exposure
(5y of pure exposure)
systematics:  

1% small-scale systematic uncertainty 
as found in [A. Albert et al. JCAP 10(2014)]

15% large-scale systematic uncertainty 
(correlation length taken as 0.5 dex)
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FIG. 4: Projected 95% CL upper-limit on �-ray
emission from DM annihilating to e+e�. Results are for
the total DM spectrum from the three reference leptonic
cases: direct annihilation (red), cascade channel
(turquoise) and the muon channel (olive). The blue
shaded solid (dashed) line shows the CMB limits on DM
s-wave annihilation into e

+
e

� from the CMB for s-wave
annihilating DM. In addition we show in light-grey the
limits for �� ! e

+
e

� from Voyager (dashed) [32] and
current limits from di↵use emission (dotted) �-rays [12].

olation of the di↵usion coe�cient tuned on GeV boron-
over-carbon AMS data.

The three panels in Fig. 5 show the ratio of the
limit obtained from a single emission component (i.e.,
bremsstrahlung, FSR, ICS or IfA) over that of the full
DM spectrum for the electron/positron, cascade and
muon channel, respectively. The plots show the impor-
tance of each emission component. In case of mono-
energetic injection of electron-positron pairs, in-flight an-
nihilation of positrons dominates the bounds below ⇠ 20
MeV. For the cascade annihilation scenario the upper
limits arise predominantly from IfA below ⇠ 50 MeV,
since FSR is suppressed. However, the overall limit is
somewhat weaker due to the softening of the injected lep-
ton spectrum (see Fig. 8b in appendix C). From ⇠ 50–200
MeV bremsstrahlung provides the dominant signal. The
muonic channel is most easily detectable through FSR
at all DM masses. In this case FSR arises at two stages,
when DM annihilates to muons, and in the subsequent
decay of the muon. ICS dominates the bounds above a
few hundred MeV for the direct channel into e

+
e

� and
for the cascade channel. However, unlike FSR, IfA and to
some extent bremsstrahlung the ICS spectrum is not very
peaked and will therefore be more di�cult to distinguish
from any astrophysical background.

In light-grey we show the recent limits from Voyager
on �� ! e

+
e

� (Fig. 4 [32]). Future di↵use �-ray stud-
ies can surpass these limits for MeV DM and cover a

FIG. 5: Ratio of the limit obtainable from a single
emission component (i.e., bremsstrahlung, FSR, ICS or
IfA) to that of the full DM spectrum. The panels, from
top to bottom, are for �� ! e

+
e

�,
�� ! �� ! e

+
e

�
e

+
e

� and �� ! µ

+
µ

�. In case of
annihilation to e

+
e

� (cascade annihilation) secondary
emission contributes most to the limits below
⇠ 20 (50) MeV and o↵ers the best channel for detection.

broader mass region in general. In addition, we show ex-
isting di↵use �-ray limits [12]. A future dedicated MeV
�-ray experiment can improve these limits by two to three
orders-of-magnitude. Again, this is partially due to the
fact that the ROI used for the projections is more opti-
mized for such searches. Also, we consider a more pow-
erful instrument and Ref. [12] only considers FSR. How-
ever, most importantly, Ref. [12] does not consider any
background model subtraction, and places limits by re-
quiring that the DM signal does not overshoot the exist-
ing measured data. Although very robust, this method
is close to reaching its full potential, since only improve-
ments in the spectral resolution can increase limits fur-
ther. Instead, we assumed that background systematics
can be controlled at a similar level as in Fermi -LAT to-
day. (CW: @RB: Check whether you are happy
with this) (RB: @CW: yes, I also repeat this in
the discussion)

Figure 4 shows that the CMB limits from Planck (blue
solid line) for �� ! e

+
e

� through an s-wave process are
stronger than what is attainable with e-ASTROGAM.
However, as mentioned above any thermal relic model
will require s-wave suppression in order to evade the
CMB bounds. In this case the CMB constraints disap-
pear, but the limits from di↵use �-rays remain.

we require that the p-wave term sets 
the relic density and still dominates 
at the
time of recombination, in order to 
avoid the CMB constraint from late-
time energy injection  between the 
epochs of recombination and 
reionization
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In the 300 MeV - 300 GeV range we have the possibility to study the diffuse gamma-ray emission, and 
possibly look for signatures of new physics, thanks to the Fermi-LAT maps

Diffuse emission due to  pion decay, Inverse Compton scattering, bremsstrahlung

LPTHE 14/02/2017 Padova 01/03/2017 Padova 02/03/2017 

Interesting features relevant for DM searches

• gamma-ray line? no detection yet

• significant gamma-ray emission from dwarf spheroidal Galaxies?
no detection yet

• gamma-ray excesses from inner Galaxy? There’s a tentative claim to be discussed

Fermi-LAT collaboration



Does a NFW template improve the fit of the Fermi-LAT data?

yes, according to a long series of papers
D. Dixon et al. 1998 [arXiv:9803237]; V. Vitale et al. 2009 [arXiv:0912.3828];
L Goodenough and D. Hooper, 2009; D. Hooper and L. Goodenough, 2010
D. Hooper and T. Linden, 2011; K. N. Abazajian and M. Kaplinghat, 2012
D. Hooper and T. R. Slatyer, 2013; C. Gordon and O. Macias, 2013
T. Daylan, D. P. Finkbeiner, D. Hooper, T. Linden; S. Portillo, N. L. Rodd and T. 
R. Slatyer, 2014 [arXiv:1402.6703]; F. Calore, I. Cholis, C. Weniger, 2014
[arXiv:1409.0042]; F. Calore et al. 2015 [arXiv;1411.4647]

?

Part 2: The γ-ray inner Galaxy excess
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Point Sources

Fermi-LAT counts

π0 + brems

Inverse ComptonFermi Bubbles

+ IGRB
GOAL:  understand if data are well described

     by known template components

=
Likelihood

maximixation
bin by bin
in  energy

C1 C2

C3 C4

+

++

The Template-fitting Analysis

Point Sources

Fermi-LAT counts

π0 + brems

Inverse ComptonFermi Bubbles

+ IGRB
ROI

20°x20°

first 2°
in latitude

masked

RESULT:  
you are 
missing 

something!

The Template-fitting Analysis
If you try to model the gamma-ray emission taking into account the diffuse emission from π0 
decay, the Inverse Compton emission, and all the other known gamma-ray sources, you end 
up missing something in the inner Galaxy

LPTHE 14/02/2017 Padova 01/03/2017 Padova 02/03/2017 

Does a NFW template improve the fit of the Fermi-LAT data?



The spectrum of the signal is compatible with 40 GeV DM annihilating to conventional channels, 
with the reference thermal cross section (or with a larger DM mass, and a different channel, e.g. 
WW)
A “compelling case of dark matter detection”, the evidence for a new class of sources, or 
maybe a mis-modeling of the background?
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Figure 3: Top: We show the ��2 contours, corresponding to 1,2 and 3�, obtained for the
hypotheses �� ! XX for X = {h, W±, Z, t, b}. Vertical dashed lines indicate the threshold
for each of these final states. The best fit point in each case is indicated. Bottom: We show
the spectra of photons obtained for the corresponding best fit values in the upper plot. The
central values and the error bars are extracted from [13]. Note that the errors are correlated,
and the plotted spectra indeed fit the data reasonably well, as indicated by the �2 at the
best fit.

which fits in the envelope between the 4 presented spectra, or one could fit each spectrum
separately to get a feel for the systematic uncertainty. Here, we take the latter approach.

Out of the 4 spectra Fermi (a,b,c,d) present, one (a) has a shape very di↵erent from that
of heavy DM annihilating to electroweak final states. Furthermore, fitting to (a) gives results
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F. Calore, I. Cholis and C. Weniger, JCAP 03 
id038 (2015) 

F. Calore et al., PRD 91 (2015)

Agrawal et al 
2015

Part 2: The γ-ray inner Galaxy excess
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What about the spectrum?
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Constraints from other channels — antiprotons
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Figure 6. 3-� exclusion contours on h�vi for 100% DM annihilation into bb̄, for the three approaches

to solar modulation discussed in the text. Left panels: the five benchmark propagation setups. Right

panels: alternative choices for the scale height zt that defines the THN setup (THN2, dashed; THN3,

dotted). The gray area is the best-fit region identified in Sec. 3.
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Taoso, A. Urbano, JCAP 12 
2014

strong tension with 
antiproton constraints in 
the case of charge-
independent solar 
modulation

upper limit 
for thin halo
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Constraints from other channels — antiprotons
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to solar modulation discussed in the text. Left panels: the five benchmark propagation setups. Right
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dotted). The gray area is the best-fit region identified in Sec. 3.
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Constraints from other channels — antiprotons
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to solar modulation discussed in the text. Left panels: the five benchmark propagation setups. Right
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dotted). The gray area is the best-fit region identified in Sec. 3.
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The role of secondaries
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Figure 4. �-square fit of the GC excess. We include secondary emissions from DM annihilation,

and we show the 1-� and 3-� confidence regions corresponding to 100% DM annihilation into bb̄ (left

panels) and DM annihilation into leptons (right panels). In the inset plot, we compare the best-fit

gamma-ray spectrum with the residual data; for illustrative purposes, the shaded region represents the

3-� band obtained by varying the annihilation cross-section in the corresponding confidence interval

(but keeping M
DM

fixed to the best-fit value). As far as the bb̄ final state is concerned, secondary

emissions do not play a significant role. Considering DM annihilation into leptons, on the contrary,

the inclusion of secondary emissions can significantly improve the goodness of the fit; for comparison,

in the inset plots the dashed lines represent the best-fit spectra obtained considering only the prompt

emission.
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As far as the bb final state is concerned, secondary emissions do not play a significant role. 
Considering DM annihilation into leptons, on the contrary, the inclusion of secondary emissions can 
significantly improve the goodness of the fit 

M. Cirelli, DG, G. Giesen, M. 
Taoso, A. Urbano, JCAP 12 
2014
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What about millisecond pulsars?
2

with an index of Γ = −2.5 and a hard cutoff at radius
r = 3 kpc [13, 15]. As a reference γ-ray energy spec-
trum, we adopt the stacked MSP spectrum from Ref. [35],
dN
dE ∝ e−E/3.78GeVE−1.57. The γ-ray luminosity func-
tion is modeled with a power law, dN

dL ∝ L−α, with index
α = −1.5 [32, 35–37], and with lower and upper hard cut-
offs at Lmin = 1029 erg s−1 and Lmax = 1034–1036 erg s−1,
respectively. Luminosities are integrated over 0.1–100
GeV. Our results depend little on Lmin. Given that
only about 70 MSPs have been detected in γ rays up
to now [33], Lmax is not well constrained. The γ-ray lu-
minosity of the brightest observed MSP is somewhere in
the range (0.5–2) × 1035 erg s−1 [33, 35], depending on
the adopted source distance [25, 32]. Diffuse emission is
modeled with the standard model for point source ana-
lysis gll iem v06.fits and the corresponding isotropic
background.

Data. For our analysis, we use almost seven years of
ultraclean Fermi-LAT P8R2 data taken between August
4 2008 and June 3 2015 (we find similar results for source
class data). We select both front- and back converted
events in the energy range 1–4 GeV, which covers the
peak of the GCE spectrum. The region of interest (ROI)
covers the Inner Galaxy and spans Galactic longitudes
|ℓ| ≤ 12◦ and latitudes 2◦ ≤ |b| ≤ 12◦. The data are
binned in Cartesian coordinates with a pixel size of 0.1◦.

Wavelet peaks. The wavelet transform of the γ-ray
data is defined as the convolution of the photon count
map, C(Ω), with the wavelet kernel, W(Ω),

FW [C](Ω) ≡
!

dΩ′ W(Ω− Ω′)C(Ω′) , (1)

where Ω denotes Galactic coordinates [38] [note that
"

dΩW(Ω) = 0]. The central observable for the current
analysis is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the wavelet
transform, which we define as

S(Ω) ≡
FW [C](Ω)

#

FW2 [C](Ω)
, (2)

where in the denominator the wavelet kernel is squared
before performing the convolution. If the γ-ray flux var-
ied only on scales much larger than the extent of the
wavelet kernel, and in the limit of a large number of
photons, S(Ω) would behave like a smoothed Gaussian
random field. Consequentially, S(Ω) can be loosely in-
terpreted as the local significance for having a source at
position Ω in units of standard deviations.
As the wavelet kernel, we adopt the second member

of the mexican hat wavelet family, which was shown to
provide very good source discrimination power [39] and
which was used for the identification of compact sources
in Planck data [40]. The wavelet can be obtained by
a successive application of the Laplacian operator to a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with width σbR.
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FIG. 1. SNR of the wavelet transform of γ rays with energies
in the range 1–4 GeV, S(Ω). The black circles show the po-
sition of wavelet peaks with S ≥ 2; the red circles show the
position of third Fermi-LAT catalog (3FGL) sources. In both
cases, the circle area scales with the significance of the source
detection in that energy range. The dashed lines indicate the
regions that we use for the binned likelihood analysis, where
latitudes |b| < 2◦ are excluded because of the strong emis-
sion from the Galactic disk. The subset of 3FGL sources that
remains unmasked in our analysis is indicated by the green
crosses.

Here, σb = 0.4◦ corresponds to the Fermi-LAT angu-
lar resolution at 1–4 GeV, and R is a tuning parameter.
We find best results when R varies linearly with latitude
from R = 0.53 at b = 0◦ to R = 0.83 at b = ±12◦. This
compensates to some degree the increasing diffuse back-
grounds towards the Galactic disk, while optimizing the
source sensitivity at higher latitudes [40].
The resulting SNR of the wavelet transform S(Ω) is

shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion is almost completely filtered out by the wavelet
transform, whereas bright sources lead to pronounced
peaks. We adopt a simple algorithm for peak identifi-
cation: we find all pixels in S(Ω) with values larger than
in the four adjacent pixels. We then clean these results
from artifacts by forming clusters of peaks with cophe-
netic distances less than 0.3◦, and only keep the most
significant peak in each cluster.
In Fig. 1, we show the identified wavelet peaks with

peak significance S > 2, as well as all 3FGL sources for
comparison [1]. For sources that are bright enough in
the adopted energy range, we find a good correspondence
between wavelet peaks and the 3FGL, both in terms of
position and significance (we compare the significance of
wavelet peaks S with the 1–3 GeV detection significance
for sources).
It is worth emphasizing that for the adopted spheri-

cally symmetric and centrally peaked distribution of the

R. Bartels, S. Krishnamurthy, 
C. Weniger, 2015

A population of millisecond pulsars can naturally 
satisfy the requirements on both spectrum and 
morphology of the GeV excess signal. 

A wavelet analysis [R. Bartels et al. 2015] based on 7 
years of Fermi-LAT data pointed out a clustering of 
photons compatible with a population of millisecond 
pulsars, with a statistical significance of 10.0σ. 

For plausible values of the luminosity function, this 
population can explain 100% of the observed 
excess emission.



The background models assume no 
sources in the center… is that reasonable?

Probably it’s not realistic: A very 
efficient star formation is going on

According to [Figer et al. 2004
ApJ 581 2002] 1% of the total SFR takes 
place in the inner 2-300 pc

(2 order of magnitude more than the 
average); see also [Longmore et al. 
1208.4256]
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The GC region is a complex 
and energetic environment

90 cm OBSERVATION OF THE CMZ

A Proof Of Concept

Radio (90 cm): electrons spiraling 
in a higly magnetized environment 
are shining. Nonthermal filaments, 
SNRs… [LaRosa et al. ApJ 119 
2000]16 K. Ferrière et al.: Spatial distribution of interstellar gas in the Galactic bulge

Fig. 4. Projection of the CMZ (bright area) and the holed
GB disk (fainter area) onto the plane of the sky: (a) molec-
ular gas (see Equations 18 and 23); (b) atomic gas (see
Equations 19 and 24). The apparent sizes are a little larger
than the sizes at half-maximum density, because of the log-
arithmic scale used in the projection. In contrast to the
CMZ, which is truly displaced to the left, the GB disk is
symmetric with respect to the GC, and the only reason
why it appears more extended on the left side is because
its positive-longitude portion lies closer to us.

with Xd = 1.2 kpc, Ld = 438 pc, Hd = 42 pc and H ′
d =

120 pc. On the plane of the sky, the GB disk extends out to
r⊥ = 1.14 kpc (radius at half-maximum density) on each
side of the GC (see Figure 4). Projected onto the Galactic
plane, it has the shape of a 2.94 kpc × 1.02 kpc (FWHM
size) ellipse inclined clockwise by 47.◦6 to the line of sight
(see Figure 5). This inclination angle is greater than that
typically found for the Galactic stellar bar (θbar ≃ 15◦−35◦;
see section 3), but it is in good agreement with the value
θbar = 44◦±10◦ recently obtained by Benjamin et al. (2005)
from the GLIMPSE Point Source Catalog.

4.3. The ionized component

The best available model for the spatial distribution of in-
terstellar free electrons in the GB is the NE2001 model of
Cordes & Lazio (2002) presented in section 2.4. According
to this model, the total mass of interstellar ionized hydro-
gen in the region r ≤ 3 kpc is (7.3×107 M⊙)/(1+0.2 fHIM),

Fig. 5. Projection of the CMZ (bright area) and the holed
GB disk (fainter area) onto the Galactic plane. Displayed
here is the H2 map (from Equations 18 and 23). The Hi

map (from Equations 19 and 24) looks identical, except for
this hardly noticeable difference that the GB-disk–to–CMZ
luminosity ratio is slightly greater. For the same reason as
in Figure 4, the apparent sizes are a little larger than the
sizes at half-maximum density.

where fHIM is the fraction of ionized gas belonging to the
hot medium (see Table 6). The mass of hot H+ in the same
region can be estimated from Almy et al.’s (2000) model
(neglecting the contribution from very hot H+) at 1.2 ×
107 M⊙ (see Table 6). It then follows that fHIM = 17% (or,
equivalently, fWIM = 83%) and that the total mass of H+

inside 3 kpc is 7.1×107 M⊙, divided between 5.9×107 M⊙

in the WIM and 1.2 × 107 M⊙ in the HIM. Furthermore,
from Equation 11 with fHIM = 17%, we gather that the
H+ space-averaged density is given by ⟨nH+⟩ = 0.97 ⟨ne⟩.
The partial contributions from the warm and hot ionized
media are globally given by ⟨nH+⟩

WIM
= fWIM ⟨nH+⟩ and

⟨nH+⟩
HIM

= fHIM ⟨nH+⟩, respectively. For the WIM, which
contributes a large 83% of the total H+ mass, we may rea-
sonably assume that the above global relation remains ap-
proximately valid locally. Owing to the large uncertainties
in the exact spatial dependence of the density distributions,
we feel that taking ⟨nH+⟩

WIM
= fWIM ⟨nH+⟩ at all r is

safer than subtracting ⟨nH+⟩
HIM

(which can be estimated
independently; see next paragraph) from ⟨nH+⟩. In that
case, the H+ space-averaged density of the WIM is simply
⟨nH+⟩

WIM
= 0.80 ⟨ne⟩ or, in view of Equations 7 – 10,

⟨nH+⟩
WIM

= (8.0 cm−3)
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Infrared: dust is shining

A large reservoir of 
molecular gas: the  
Central Molecular Zone 
[K. Ferrière et al., A&A 2007]

Part 2: The γ-ray inner Galaxy excess
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The role of the astrophysical diffuse background



A modified source term in the center, 
compatible with the astronomical 
observations, reabsorbs the excess!

[D. Gaggero et al. 2015]
[E. Carlson and S. Profumo 2016]
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FIG. 2. ��2 as a function of fH2 for several regions of the global
�-ray analysis.

sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
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all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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that a fraction fH2 of cosmic rays are injected with a spa-
tial distribution tracing the density of collapsed H2 molecu-
lar clouds, with the remaining fraction (1 � fH2), reflecting
“older” cosmic rays, distributed according to the traditional
axisymmetric distribution of SNR. This model is theoretically
well-motivated, because high-mass OB stars, the predecessors
to Type II supernovae, evolve on time scales 2-4 times shorter
than the 15-20 Myr lifetime of giant molecular clouds [19].
This implies that a significant fraction of Galactic cosmic rays
should be produced within observed star-forming regions. We
employ high-resolution (⇠100 pc) three-dimensional H2 den-
sity maps that utilize gas flow simulations to resolve non-
circular velocities in the inner Galaxy [20]2, and a simple
model for the star formation rate ⇢̇⇤ / ⇢1.5

gas [21]. We addition-
ally assume a critical gas density ⇢c = 0.1 cm�3 under which
star formation, and thus cosmic-ray acceleration, is shut off.
The cosmic-ray injection intensity tracing the H2 gas density
is calculated as:

QCR(~r) /
(

0 ⇢H2 < ⇢c;

⇢1.5
H2 ⇢H2 � ⇢c.

(1)

Of course, the gas density distribution measured at the
present time does not reflect the distribution of cosmic-ray
sources at past epochs, which is why we assume a (1 � fH2)
fraction of “older” cosmic rays to be distributed according
to the axisymmetric SNR prescription. Diffusion and the
rotation of the inner Galaxy largely wash out the structure
of cosmic-rays on timescales shorter than the typical resi-
dence time of Galactic cosmic-ray nuclei (⌧res ⇡ 107 � 108

Myr [22]), physically motivating values of fH2
>⇠ 0.1. We

also studied the effect of changing the Schmidt power-law in-
dex ns and the critical density ⇢c from the default values em-
ployed here. We find that, barring extreme scenarios, the im-
pact of these parameters is subdominant compared to fH2 [8]
and does not strongly affect the results we summarize below.

In the top panel of Figure 1, we compare the commonly-
employed choices for the azimuthally-averaged surface den-
sity of cosmic-ray sources with a model where a fraction
fH2 = 0.25 of cosmic-ray sources are embedded in H2 re-
gions according to the prescription outlined above. As we dis-
cuss below, fH2 = 0.2�0.25 corresponds to the best global fit
to the Fermi-LAT diffuse �-ray sky. The bottom panels show a
face-on view of the source density for the SNR model (corre-
sponding to fH2 = 0) and for the fH2 = 0.25 model. Figure 1
dramatically highlights the unphysical scarcity of cosmic-ray
sources in the innermost kiloparsec of the Galaxy. While
we note that the present rate of star formation in the CMZ
is observed to be suppressed compared with that predicted
via the Kennicutt-Schmidt law [23], significant multiwave-
length evidence points to episodic starburst on the O(Myr)

2 In this Letter, we use the new gas models only for generating secondary
species and distributing cosmic-ray sources. Their use for �-ray generation
does not significantly impact the conclusions here and is explored in detail
in a forthcoming publication [9].

FIG. 1. Top: The azimuthally averaged surface density of cosmic-
ray source distributions utilizing our new 3D model shown in thick
blue, compared to the traditional axisymmetric models based on
SNR, pulsars, and OB stars. Bottom: Face-on view of the cosmic-
ray source surface density for the traditional SNR distribution (left)
and for the best-fit star formation model, fH2 = .25, (right). The
solar position is indicated with the ‘+’ symbol.

timescales relevant here [24], with a significant event ocurring
⇠6 Myr ago, near the lifetime of massive OB stars. Through-
out this paper, we assume a constant injection until the present
day, although time-dependent effects may play a significant
role [25–27]. In addition to the CMZ, a gas-rich bar is present
along the Galactic center line-of-sight (see Figure 1), which
enhances cosmic-ray sources toward the Galactic center, a fea-
ture otherwise lost using a cylindrically-symmetric treatment.

As will be discussed in detail in forthcoming publications
[8, 9], the addition of a cosmic-ray injection source distribu-
tion tracing H2 gas has a net effect on the steady-state GC
cosmic-ray density (after propagation) of nearly one order
of magnitude. This enhancement is especially dramatic for
cosmic-ray electrons, where the density remains larger than a
factor of two out to nearly 5 kpc from the GC. Notably, the
local cosmic-ray density is essentially unaffected.

While our model is physically well motivated, it is
paramount to assess whether a non-zero value for fH2 yields
a better or worse fit to the diffuse �-ray sky overall. We per-
form a ‘Global’ binned likelihood analysis in three regions of
the Galaxy: inner (|l| < 80�, |b| < 8�), outer (|l| > 80�, |b| <
8�), and local (|b| > 8�). Our adopted statistical framework,
point source masking, photon binning (⇡ .23� pixels in 24
energy bins), and extra templates (isotropic [28] + Fermi Bub-
bles [29]) are identical to those used in Ref. [30]. As fH2 is
increased, cosmic rays are redistributed through the Galaxy,
and we allow for radial variations in the CO ! H2 conver-
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FIG. 2. ��2 as a function of fH2 for several regions of the global
�-ray analysis.

sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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FIG. 2. ��2 as a function of fH2 for several regions of the global
�-ray analysis.

sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].
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dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
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paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
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three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
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ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
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by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
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FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
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paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
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paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
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that a fraction fH2 of cosmic rays are injected with a spa-
tial distribution tracing the density of collapsed H2 molecu-
lar clouds, with the remaining fraction (1 � fH2), reflecting
“older” cosmic rays, distributed according to the traditional
axisymmetric distribution of SNR. This model is theoretically
well-motivated, because high-mass OB stars, the predecessors
to Type II supernovae, evolve on time scales 2-4 times shorter
than the 15-20 Myr lifetime of giant molecular clouds [19].
This implies that a significant fraction of Galactic cosmic rays
should be produced within observed star-forming regions. We
employ high-resolution (⇠100 pc) three-dimensional H2 den-
sity maps that utilize gas flow simulations to resolve non-
circular velocities in the inner Galaxy [20]2, and a simple
model for the star formation rate ⇢̇⇤ / ⇢1.5

gas [21]. We addition-
ally assume a critical gas density ⇢c = 0.1 cm�3 under which
star formation, and thus cosmic-ray acceleration, is shut off.
The cosmic-ray injection intensity tracing the H2 gas density
is calculated as:

QCR(~r) /
(

0 ⇢H2 < ⇢c;

⇢1.5
H2 ⇢H2 � ⇢c.

(1)

Of course, the gas density distribution measured at the
present time does not reflect the distribution of cosmic-ray
sources at past epochs, which is why we assume a (1 � fH2)
fraction of “older” cosmic rays to be distributed according
to the axisymmetric SNR prescription. Diffusion and the
rotation of the inner Galaxy largely wash out the structure
of cosmic-rays on timescales shorter than the typical resi-
dence time of Galactic cosmic-ray nuclei (⌧res ⇡ 107 � 108

Myr [22]), physically motivating values of fH2
>⇠ 0.1. We

also studied the effect of changing the Schmidt power-law in-
dex ns and the critical density ⇢c from the default values em-
ployed here. We find that, barring extreme scenarios, the im-
pact of these parameters is subdominant compared to fH2 [8]
and does not strongly affect the results we summarize below.

In the top panel of Figure 1, we compare the commonly-
employed choices for the azimuthally-averaged surface den-
sity of cosmic-ray sources with a model where a fraction
fH2 = 0.25 of cosmic-ray sources are embedded in H2 re-
gions according to the prescription outlined above. As we dis-
cuss below, fH2 = 0.2�0.25 corresponds to the best global fit
to the Fermi-LAT diffuse �-ray sky. The bottom panels show a
face-on view of the source density for the SNR model (corre-
sponding to fH2 = 0) and for the fH2 = 0.25 model. Figure 1
dramatically highlights the unphysical scarcity of cosmic-ray
sources in the innermost kiloparsec of the Galaxy. While
we note that the present rate of star formation in the CMZ
is observed to be suppressed compared with that predicted
via the Kennicutt-Schmidt law [23], significant multiwave-
length evidence points to episodic starburst on the O(Myr)

2 In this Letter, we use the new gas models only for generating secondary
species and distributing cosmic-ray sources. Their use for �-ray generation
does not significantly impact the conclusions here and is explored in detail
in a forthcoming publication [9].

FIG. 1. Top: The azimuthally averaged surface density of cosmic-
ray source distributions utilizing our new 3D model shown in thick
blue, compared to the traditional axisymmetric models based on
SNR, pulsars, and OB stars. Bottom: Face-on view of the cosmic-
ray source surface density for the traditional SNR distribution (left)
and for the best-fit star formation model, fH2 = .25, (right). The
solar position is indicated with the ‘+’ symbol.

timescales relevant here [24], with a significant event ocurring
⇠6 Myr ago, near the lifetime of massive OB stars. Through-
out this paper, we assume a constant injection until the present
day, although time-dependent effects may play a significant
role [25–27]. In addition to the CMZ, a gas-rich bar is present
along the Galactic center line-of-sight (see Figure 1), which
enhances cosmic-ray sources toward the Galactic center, a fea-
ture otherwise lost using a cylindrically-symmetric treatment.

As will be discussed in detail in forthcoming publications
[8, 9], the addition of a cosmic-ray injection source distribu-
tion tracing H2 gas has a net effect on the steady-state GC
cosmic-ray density (after propagation) of nearly one order
of magnitude. This enhancement is especially dramatic for
cosmic-ray electrons, where the density remains larger than a
factor of two out to nearly 5 kpc from the GC. Notably, the
local cosmic-ray density is essentially unaffected.

While our model is physically well motivated, it is
paramount to assess whether a non-zero value for fH2 yields
a better or worse fit to the diffuse �-ray sky overall. We per-
form a ‘Global’ binned likelihood analysis in three regions of
the Galaxy: inner (|l| < 80�, |b| < 8�), outer (|l| > 80�, |b| <
8�), and local (|b| > 8�). Our adopted statistical framework,
point source masking, photon binning (⇡ .23� pixels in 24
energy bins), and extra templates (isotropic [28] + Fermi Bub-
bles [29]) are identical to those used in Ref. [30]. As fH2 is
increased, cosmic rays are redistributed through the Galaxy,
and we allow for radial variations in the CO ! H2 conver-
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sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].
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FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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that a fraction fH2 of cosmic rays are injected with a spa-
tial distribution tracing the density of collapsed H2 molecu-
lar clouds, with the remaining fraction (1 � fH2), reflecting
“older” cosmic rays, distributed according to the traditional
axisymmetric distribution of SNR. This model is theoretically
well-motivated, because high-mass OB stars, the predecessors
to Type II supernovae, evolve on time scales 2-4 times shorter
than the 15-20 Myr lifetime of giant molecular clouds [19].
This implies that a significant fraction of Galactic cosmic rays
should be produced within observed star-forming regions. We
employ high-resolution (⇠100 pc) three-dimensional H2 den-
sity maps that utilize gas flow simulations to resolve non-
circular velocities in the inner Galaxy [20]2, and a simple
model for the star formation rate ⇢̇⇤ / ⇢1.5

gas [21]. We addition-
ally assume a critical gas density ⇢c = 0.1 cm�3 under which
star formation, and thus cosmic-ray acceleration, is shut off.
The cosmic-ray injection intensity tracing the H2 gas density
is calculated as:

QCR(~r) /
(

0 ⇢H2 < ⇢c;

⇢1.5
H2 ⇢H2 � ⇢c.

(1)

Of course, the gas density distribution measured at the
present time does not reflect the distribution of cosmic-ray
sources at past epochs, which is why we assume a (1 � fH2)
fraction of “older” cosmic rays to be distributed according
to the axisymmetric SNR prescription. Diffusion and the
rotation of the inner Galaxy largely wash out the structure
of cosmic-rays on timescales shorter than the typical resi-
dence time of Galactic cosmic-ray nuclei (⌧res ⇡ 107 � 108

Myr [22]), physically motivating values of fH2
>⇠ 0.1. We

also studied the effect of changing the Schmidt power-law in-
dex ns and the critical density ⇢c from the default values em-
ployed here. We find that, barring extreme scenarios, the im-
pact of these parameters is subdominant compared to fH2 [8]
and does not strongly affect the results we summarize below.

In the top panel of Figure 1, we compare the commonly-
employed choices for the azimuthally-averaged surface den-
sity of cosmic-ray sources with a model where a fraction
fH2 = 0.25 of cosmic-ray sources are embedded in H2 re-
gions according to the prescription outlined above. As we dis-
cuss below, fH2 = 0.2�0.25 corresponds to the best global fit
to the Fermi-LAT diffuse �-ray sky. The bottom panels show a
face-on view of the source density for the SNR model (corre-
sponding to fH2 = 0) and for the fH2 = 0.25 model. Figure 1
dramatically highlights the unphysical scarcity of cosmic-ray
sources in the innermost kiloparsec of the Galaxy. While
we note that the present rate of star formation in the CMZ
is observed to be suppressed compared with that predicted
via the Kennicutt-Schmidt law [23], significant multiwave-
length evidence points to episodic starburst on the O(Myr)

2 In this Letter, we use the new gas models only for generating secondary
species and distributing cosmic-ray sources. Their use for �-ray generation
does not significantly impact the conclusions here and is explored in detail
in a forthcoming publication [9].
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FIG. 1. Top: The azimuthally averaged surface density of cosmic-
ray source distributions utilizing our new 3D model shown in thick
blue, compared to the traditional axisymmetric models based on
SNR, pulsars, and OB stars. Bottom: Face-on view of the cosmic-
ray source surface density for the traditional SNR distribution (left)
and for the best-fit star formation model, fH2 = .25, (right). The
solar position is indicated with the ‘+’ symbol.

timescales relevant here [24], with a significant event ocurring
⇠6 Myr ago, near the lifetime of massive OB stars. Through-
out this paper, we assume a constant injection until the present
day, although time-dependent effects may play a significant
role [25–27]. In addition to the CMZ, a gas-rich bar is present
along the Galactic center line-of-sight (see Figure 1), which
enhances cosmic-ray sources toward the Galactic center, a fea-
ture otherwise lost using a cylindrically-symmetric treatment.

As will be discussed in detail in forthcoming publications
[8, 9], the addition of a cosmic-ray injection source distribu-
tion tracing H2 gas has a net effect on the steady-state GC
cosmic-ray density (after propagation) of nearly one order
of magnitude. This enhancement is especially dramatic for
cosmic-ray electrons, where the density remains larger than a
factor of two out to nearly 5 kpc from the GC. Notably, the
local cosmic-ray density is essentially unaffected.

While our model is physically well motivated, it is
paramount to assess whether a non-zero value for fH2 yields
a better or worse fit to the diffuse �-ray sky overall. We per-
form a ‘Global’ binned likelihood analysis in three regions of
the Galaxy: inner (|l| < 80�, |b| < 8�), outer (|l| > 80�, |b| <
8�), and local (|b| > 8�). Our adopted statistical framework,
point source masking, photon binning (⇡ .23� pixels in 24
energy bins), and extra templates (isotropic [28] + Fermi Bub-
bles [29]) are identical to those used in Ref. [30]. As fH2 is
increased, cosmic rays are redistributed through the Galaxy,
and we allow for radial variations in the CO ! H2 conver-
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sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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sion factor using 9 Galactocentric rings [31]. In these prelimi-
nary fits the spectrum of the diffuse components in the Global
analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
freedom. Each point source is adaptively masked and fixed to
its 3FGL flux and spectrum [32].

In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].
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creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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analysis is fixed in order to limit the number of degrees of
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In Figure 2 we plot the log-likelihood of our model fit to
the diffuse �-ray emission as a function of fH2, compared to
a baseline model of fH2 = 0, i.e. with cosmic-ray sources
distributed according to the axisymmetric SNR model. In the
inner and local regions, turning on cosmic-ray sources in H2

regions dramatically improves the quality of the global fit to
the observed diffuse emission3. The ‘Total’ curve sums all
three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
fH2 ' 0.45. Examining the pixel-by-pixel ��2 of each re-
gion reveals that the ‘local’ improvements are most signifi-
cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
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claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values
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three regions, showing an optimal fraction fH2 ' 0.25 over-
all, with the local region preferring even higher values up to
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source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
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the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
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cant near the disk and especially for �10� < l < 30� where
cosmic-rays from the bar and inner molecular arms illumi-
nate the interstellar medium. For the ‘inner’ region, |l| < 30�

shows the most significant improvement, indicating that the
new gas models are resolving important cosmic-ray emitting
structures toward the inner Galaxy. In relative terms, the new
source distribution represents a genuine quantitative improve-
ment, with a ��2 comparable to that of changing the diffusion
parameters, gas distributions, or source distributions over the
model space of Refs. [30, 31].

The addition of cosmic-ray sources in star-forming re-
gions strongly affects the prediction for the diffuse astrophys-
ical �-ray emission in the Galactic center region. It is thus

3 Although the value of ��2 in the outer galaxy becomes monotonically
worse, this region is metal-poor such that the H2 density is not well traced
by CO, as evidenced by unphysical preferred values of XCO when fitting
against �-ray data in the outer Galaxy [33]. Additionally, the total number
of CR sources is constrained here, with increasing fH2 resulting in fewer
sources outside the solar circle. Technical details are discussed in a forth-
coming publication [9].

FIG. 3. Top Spectrum of the Galactic center ‘excess’ as fH2 is in-
creased in increments of 0.05 (light-to-dark red). We also show the
spectrum and statistical error-bars of the benchmark Mod A from
Ref. [30] (blue). Bottom: Flux of the Galactic center excess as a
function of the angle from the Galactic center for the peak energy
bin. Also shown are projected power-law profiles for the three-
dimensional �-ray emission intensity, which are equivalent to the
square of the corresponding three-dimensional dark matter density
distribution.

paramount to ascertain how this affects the properties of the
claimed Galactic center excess [2]. We use the analysis frame-
work described above on a new region of interest, the Inner
Galaxy, defined by |l| < 20�, 2� < |b| < 20�, noting that
the bright Galactic plane is masked in order to probe the ex-
tended properties of the excess. To evaluate the spectrum and
intensity of the �-ray excess, we add an additional template
with a morphology calculated using a generalized NFW pro-
file [34] with an inner slope ↵ = 1.25. For each value of fH2 we
allow the normalization of the NFW profile, diffuse models,
isotropic models, and Fermi Bubbles to float independently
in each energy bin, fixing only point sources to their 3FGL
values.

In the upper panel of Figure 3 we show the spectral prop-
erties of the NFW template in the Galactic center vicinity for
increasing values of fH2, and compare with the baseline Mod
A of Ref. [30]. The effect on the central gamma-ray excess is
dramatic: an increasing fraction of cosmic rays injected in H2

regions yields a substantial suppression of the excess across
all energies. The effect is most dramatic at lower energies,
where the suppression of the excess emission is larger than
an order of magnitude, but it continues into the GeV energy
range and is consistently larger than a factor of 2 for the values

Part 2: The γ-ray inner Galaxy excess
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Reabsorbing most of the GC excess

�2
comparison: longitude profiles

Figure 7: The same as fig. 6 for the longitudinal profiles.

DM case. For completeness, we also show the TS for the combination of the spike and the DM

template. The green solid line with open circles represents the corresponding �TS, so that

negative values indicate a statistical preference for the addition of the DM template. In terms

of energy spectra, this situation corresponds to the right panel of fig. 2. The TS plot shows

that the addition of the DM template slightly improves the fit in the energy window E� = 1 - 10

GeV; however – as already noticed discussing the energy spectrum in fig. 2 and the residual

map in the right panel of fig. 3 – this improvement cannot be interpreted as the evidence of a

DM contribution since the majority of the excess was absorbed by the presence of the spike.

Let us now pause a moment to summarize what we found.

Looking at spectra and �TS, we clarified that the presence of the spike – even in the simple

realization discussed here – provides a viable astrophysical alternative to the DM interpretation

of the GC excess.

Nevertheless, both the energy spectra in fig. 2 and the TS in the upper left panel of fig. 4

– 14 –

Figure 4: Top left panel. We compare the test-statistic (TS = �2� logL, we show the square-

root of TS) of the models we consider; a positive di↵erence between two models means that the second

model performs better. Yellow filled circles: �2 logL
ModelA

+ 2 logL
ModelA+DM

. Green filled circles:

�2 logL
ModelA

+2 logL
Spike

. Green empty circles: �2 logL
Spike+DM

+2 logL
Spike

. Top right panel.

We compare the �2

of the longitude profiles for the same models. Filled circles: �2

ModelA

� �2

Spike

;

empty circles: �2

ModelA

��2

ModelA+DM

. Bottom panels. The same as the top right panel, for latitude

and radial profiles.

annihilating, among other possibilities, into bb̄. For illustrative purposes, it is instructive to

look at the residual map – i.e. the di↵erence in counts between data and model evaluated at

– 11 –



Part 1: LIGO, PBHs and DM
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Part 1 — The MeV domain: prospects of detecting a spectral signature of 
DM annihilation

e-ASTROGAM, thanks to its excellent energy resolution in the Compton domain, 
will have the capability to either detect a spectral signature in the MeV domain 
connected to DM annihilation, or place stringent upper limits

Part 2 — The GeV domain: discussion about a tentative claim of DM 
detection at few GeV from the inner Galaxy

Pro DM interpretation: Provides a good fit of the data, compatible with “vanilla” 
WIMP paradigm 

Against DM interpretation: High degeneracy with astrophysical effects. The claim 
is based on an inadequate IC template.
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Conclusions
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Thank you for your attention!

Daniele Gaggero


